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ABSTRACT 

PUTRI NEELAM, 170250041, An Analysis of Moral Values of Harris J 

Songs in The Album Salam. Skripsi: English Education, University of 

Muhammadyah of Sumatera Utara. Medan. 2021 

 

The aims of this research were to find out moral values in the songs lyrics Album 

Salam by Harris J and to find out most dominant kind of moral values appearing 

in the lyrics of Harris J song in Album Salam. The scope of the research 

meanwhile, the researcher limited the study on moral values in Harris J’s song in 

the Album Salam. Descriptive qualitative approach was used by the researcher to 

find out the moral values in the song. 

The findings were shown that there were twenty-two (22) lyrics most dominantly 

as religious moral value then, secondly thankful moral values placed as the second 

position. It could be viewed that there were twenty (20) lyrics found in both moral 

values. Thirdly, it was independent moral value there were eighteen (18) lyrics 

found. Then, hard work moral value was placed in the forth order there were 

fourteen (14) lyrics. After that, responbilities moral value was placed in the fifth 

order there were seven (7) lyrics. Among those moral values, the most dominant 

moral value found in the album was religious moral value (22) lyrics. It was 

caused by the fact that he’s an islamic singer and very grateful for whatever he has 

because of his parent’s education. He is still new but he is independent and learn a 

lot from anything for his career and life 

 

Keywords: moral value, song lyrics, harris j, most dominant 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of the Study 

Language is a communication instrument needed by people for interaction 

with one other. The language has a meaning whether is a spoken language or 

written language. Language is a communication system that uses voice and is 

read out through the speech organ and can be heard by members of the public 

using a vowel symbol which conventionally means in an arbitrator or 

whatever they like (H.G Brown, 2001 : 491). As a means of communication, 

both printed and electronic media hold an important role to the development 

of language. They become a source foe people to get factual information or 

news, whether national or international news because nowadays printed and 

electronic media hold are more global. As an international language, English 

also holds an important role in development of globalization that is as a means 

of communication in business, politic, science and technology. 

Art is the skill of making quality works (in terms of refinement, beauty, 

function form, meaning of form and so on) art includes many human activities 

in creating visual, audio, or performance works that express, the ideas, or the 

technical details of the maker, to show their beauty or emotional strength. The 

activities are generally in the form of works of art, art criticism, art history 

studies and art aesthetics, the development of art runs so fast. Music and song 

are two branches of art has big influence for the people in everyday life they 

become tools that amuse may people. Most people nowadays from young till 
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adult like to listen to the music or song. People like to spend their time to 

listen to their favorite songs. 

 Music is sound arranged in such a way that it contains rhythm, song, tone, 

and harmony, especially for the sound produce from instruments that can 

produce rhythm. The definition of lyrics or song lyrics can be considered as 

poetry and vice versa and is appropriate, as the definition of poetry texts is not 

only sufficient for literary types but also expressions of the nature of 

advertising, proverbs, slogans, prayers and pop song lyrics (Jan Van 

Luxemburg, 1989 : 5) the function of the song can be used to ignite 

enthusiasm, such as during times of struggle, unifying differences, playing 

with one's emotions and feelings with the aim of instilling attitudes or values 

that people can then feel as natural, correct and appropriate. Songs lyrics also 

give motivation and inspiration for the listeners. Song is not only used to 

entertain people but also can be a tool to share something single through the 

message and value of the lyrics. Found that music can reduce pain, depression, 

and can improve sleep quality. In fact, a recent study states that singing and 

listening to music can improve mood or mood, but they don’t really pay 

attention to the meaning in the lyrics of the song. 

One of them is again Islamic from Harris J, the songs are very Islamic 

inspiring and also contain messages if Islam, peace and hope in the world. 

Most of his songs are based on reality and life experience as described by 

(Otterbeck, 2014 : 17). Given English as a global language, most of Harris J’s 

songs are also English. There before the songs of Harris J can be listened to 
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bye people all over the world. He gave a lot of advice to remember Allah 

SWT through his songs. In addition, people can learn Islamic values from 

Harris J’s songs to inspire themselves to become better as a Muslim. Muslims 

have morality that affects their way of life. Therefore, morality is also very 

important. 

As if it is stated (Kepmendiknas, 2010:i-ii) describe from a discussion 

about cultural Education and Country’s Moral agreed about the 18 moral 

values for indonesian characters. They are religious, honest, tolerance,  

disclipline, hard working, creative, independent, democratic, curious,  

nationalitic, patriotic, respective, friendly, loving peace, thankful,  enviroment 

care, social care, and responsibilities, according to the explanation above, it is 

very challenging and also interesting to conduct research on moral values as 

message in Harris J’s songs because the album has received appreciation. 

Received a Platinum Award Harris J’s songs can calm the hearts and mins of 

those who listen to him. Therefore, many people like Harri J’s songs . 

This research will be useful for readers especially Muslims, in carrying out 

their daily songs. Muslims should be able to understand every meaning of the 

songs they listen to every day. In addition, they can also learn about the 

message and moral values in song. Therefore, the writer takes the title of this 

research as An Analysis the Moral Value and Message in the Songs of Harris J 

in the Album of Salam. 
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B. Identification of the problem 

The problems of the research are as the following: 

1. The listeners don’t know well the meaning of Harris J Album Salam . 

2. The moral values in the song lyrics of Harris J Album Salam . 

 

C. Scope and Limitation of the study 

The scope of the study is literature and the researcher limits on the study of the  

moral values found in Harris J songs found the album of Salam. 

 

D. Formulation of the problems 

The formulating of the problems is as follows; 

1. What are the moral values in the songs lyrics album by Harris J ? 

2. What kind of moral values do most often appear in the lyrucs of Harris J 

song in album Salam ? 

 

E. Objective of the study 

The objectives of the study are as follows; 

1. To find out moral values in the songs lyrics album by Harris J 

2. To find out the most dominant kind of moral values appearing in the lyrics 

of Harris J song in album Salam. 
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F. Significance of the study 

Effective means of showing relationships between the researcher and the 

subject or informant (Mulyana, 2013 : 201-202) From the research result, 

it is expected that there will be benefits given; 

1. For the teacher  

This study can be used to understand about the moral values in 

songs especially in Islamic songs so that the teachers could improve the 

Student’s English ability through songs. 

2. For the students 

This study will be helpful for the students in understanding the 

importance of moral values and the messages found in any songs 

especially in Islamic songs to gain more understanding. In addition, 

understanding the meanings of English songs can increase the student’s 

motivation joining the class in English. Furthermore, they also become 

more active in paying attention to the lesson. 

3. For the other researchers 

The result of the study can be used as a starting point for further 

research conducted in the future in order to create a better 

understanding in English songs. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A. Theoretical Framework 

This chapter presents the literature related to this study and is comprised of the 

following section: description of moral values, types of moral values, description 

of literatures, songs and lyrics, and biography of Harris J, as well as conceptual 

framework. 

1. Description of Moral Values 

In this case, the term moral refers to human or individual actions that 

contain positive values or goodness. From the above explanation, we can 

understand that moral value is a system of judgments that originates from the will 

and will (intention, ethics) in humans. According to (Rogers, 2006 : 136) Moral is 

the rule of norms and institutions that regulate individual behavior in relation to 

social groups and society.  

According to (Carol K Sigelman, 1995 : 330) the term “morals” implies 

anability: (1) to distinguish right from wrong, (2) to act on this distinction, and (3) 

to experience pride when one does the right thing and guilt or shame when one 

does not. Carol K. Sigelman, also stated that there are three basic components of 

morality. They are: An affective or emotional component, a cognitive component, 

a behavioral component. (Goodge, 1977 : 4) has stated that values are: The 

standards that people share. These standards are used to judge whether something 
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is good or bad, beautiful or ugly, right or wrong, moral or immoral. Values are 

typically supported by specific norms, thats is more detailed directions for proper 

behavior. Moral values has been learned and taught since childhood. It is the first 

step to be a good person. Behavior is the way of behaving. Good behaviors is 

shown by how someone presented the politeness, for example speaks politely, 

dressed politely, and walks politely and etc. 

According (Ursery, 2002 : 1) moral values are the people beliefs about what is 

important in life. Some values refer to how one should act such as become honest, 

altruistic, self-discipline while other moral value to what one wants to accomplish 

or obtain in life. Moral values are quite or not specific about what should be done. 

It is general beliefs or attitudes about something the people desire or like. 

2. Types of Moral Values 

(Kepmendiknas, 2010 : i-ii) explains that every values will get quality if it has 

relation with other values, Types of moral values: 

1. Religious 

Obedient attitudes and behavior in carrying out the teachings of their 

religion, being tolerant of the implementation of worship of other religions 

and living in harmony with followers of other religions. 

2. Honest 

Behavior based on efforts to make himself a person who can always be 

trusted in words, actions and work. 
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3. Tolerance 

Behavior based on efforts to make himself a person who can always be 

trusted in words, actions and work. 

4. Discipline 

Attitudes and actions that respect differences in religion, ethnicity, 

ethnicity, opinions, attitudes and actions of others who are different from 

themselves. 

5. Hard work 

Actions that show orderly behavior and comply with various rules and 

regulations. 

6. Creative 

Behavior that shows genuine efforts in overcoming various learning and 

task barriers and completing tasks as well as possible. 

7. Independent 

Think and do something to produce a new way or result from something 

you already have. 

8. Democratic 

Attitudes and behaviors that are not easy to depend on others to complete 

tasks. 

9. Curiosity 

A way of thinking, behaving and acting that evaluates the rights and 

obligations of himself and others. 
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10. National spirit 

Attitudes and actions that always seek to know more deeply and widely 

from something that is learned, seen and heard. 

11. Patriotic 

 A way of thinking, acting and having insight that places the interests of 

the nation and state above the interests of themselves and their groups. 

12. Respective 

Ways of thinking, acting and acting that show loyalty, concern and high 

appreciation for the language, physical, social, cultural, economic and 

political environment of the nation. 

13. Friendly/ Comumunicative 

Attitudes and actions that encourage him to produce something useful for 

society and recognize and respect the success of others. 

14. Love Peace 

Actions that show pleasure in talking, socializing and cooperating with 

others. 

15. Thankful  

Attitudes, words and actions that cause others to feel happy and secure in 

their presence. 
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16. Care For the Environment 

The habit of making time to read various readings that give him virtue. 

17. Social Care 

Attitudes and actions that always try to prevent damage to the surrounding 

natural environment and develop efforts to repair the natural damage that 

has already occurred attitudes and actions that always want to help others 

and people in need. 

18. Responsibilities 

The attitude and behavior of a person to carry out his duties and 

obligations, which he should do, towards himself, society, the environment 

(nature, social and culture), the state and God Almighty.  
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3. Literature 

According to (Crystal, 2013 : 91-103) English is the only official 

language of the organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries Foe 

example, and the only language used by the European Free Trade 

Association. Unless an agency has very limited powers (such as those 

consisting of only Arabic – Speaking states or only Spanish - speaking 

states) the choice of the first choice most often. However, even limited 

meetings recognize the value of the English language. Although their 

process may not be in english, the repost they issue to the wider public at 

the end of their meetings and statements made by their meetings and 

statements made by their officials to the world media, morever he 

describes as follows: 

1. The press 

English has been an important medium for nearly 400 years, in the 

early decades of the early seventeenth century, several European countries 

issued correctional papers, but censorship, taxation, war and other 

surveillance supported little growth. Progress was much greater in Britain, 

although even in that country, periods of censorship severely limited the 

content of letters news until towards the end of this century ( Thee 

Weekley Newes 1622, The London Gazette 1666, News Lloyd 1696 ). The 

nineteenth century was a period of greatest advancement the introduction 

of new printing technologies and new methods of mass production and 

transportation. 
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2. Advertising  

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the combination of 

social and economic factors increased the use of advertising in 

publications dramatically, especially in more developed countries. In the 

US, realizing that revenue from advertising would help them lower the 

price of their magazines, and thus greatly increase circulation. English in 

advertising started early, when weekly newspapers began to carry articles 

about books, medicines, tea and other domestic products. Advertising in 

English was not always more common, in countries where English was not  

has a special status, but is usually the most conspicuous. For example, it 

was 2.6 per cent, compared with 1.5 per cent Britain. 

3. Broadcasting  

It took many decades of experimental research in physics, chiefly 

in Britain and America, before it was possible to send the first radio 

telecommunication signals through the air, without wires (hence the name 

‘wireless telegraphy’) 9 Marconi’s system, built in 1895, carried telegraph 

code signals over a distance of one mile. Six years later, his signals had 

crossed the Atlantic Ocean; by 1918, they had reached Australia. English 

was the first language to be transmitted by radio, when US physicist 

Reginald A. Fessenden broadcast music, poetry, and a short talk to 

Atlantic shipping from Brant Rock, Massachusetts, USA, on Christmas 

Eve 1906. It is notice-able that only one of these languages has a place on 

each of the lists: English. 
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4. Cinema 

The new technologies which followed the discovery of electrical 

power fundamentally altered the nature of home and public entertainment 

and provided fresh directions for the development of the English language. 

Broadcasting was obviously one of these, but that medium was never-

according to the influential views of Lord Reith–to be identified solely 

with the provision of entertainment. This observation did not apply in the 

case of the motion picture industry. 

This technology industry has many roots in Europe and America during 

the nineteenth century, with British and cultural heritage when sound was 

added to technology in the late 1920, it was English that suddenly came to 

dominate world film. Half of the Best Film awards ever given at the 

Cannes Film Festival, for example, go to English-language productions. 

5. Popular music 

The cinema was one of two new entertainment technologies which 

emerged at the end of the nineteenth century: the other was the recording 

industry, 17 here too the English language was early in evidence. When in 

1877 Thomas A. Edison devised the phonograph, the first machine that 

could both record and repro-duce sound, the first words to be recorded 

were ‘What God hath wrought’, followed by the words of the nursery-

rhyme ‘Mary had a little lamb’. 

Most of the subsequent technical developments took place in the 

USA. Gramophone records soon came to replace cylinders. 
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(Roberts and Jacobs, 2006 : 2) stated, "Literature is a composition that tells 

a story, dramatizes a situation, expresses emotions, analyzes and suggests 

ideas. (Ade and Okunoye, 2008 : 3) again state, “Literature is thus 

summed up as permanent expressions in words (written or spoken), 

specially arranged in pleasing accepted patterns or forms. Literature 

expresses thoughts, feelings, ideas or other special aspects of human 

experiences. (Bressler, 1994: 7) “Literature as work of imaginative or 

creative writings.” 
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4. Songs and Lyrics 

Lyric come from Ancient Greece has means a piece for single voice, to be 

accompanied by the lyre. The song lyric is specifically intended for singing. This 

intention affects diction, content and stanza form. The song lyric is particularly 

unified and simple. A tune has its own emotional character, and it is words will 

need to be of words and music. Song lyric is the verbal symbol that created by 

human. Human is the creature that knows how to react not only in the physical 

environment but also in the symbols. 

From the explanation above, it can be concluded that song lyric is 

symbolic reaction of humans. It is a response of everything that happened and felt 

by their physical environment and it is influenced by common sense and 

rationality. Symbol is used by human to understand a reality cannot be seen 

directly, but it can be seen and felt by human senses. This stimulus is processed 

and created by mind. Then, the concept or the specific interpretation will be 

formed a specific meaning appropriate with what will be pronounced. 

(Sylado, 1983: 32) states that a song can also be a musical arrangement 

that can be added with lyrics (text), which expresses the feelings and thoughts of 

the creator in certain ways that work in general. (Semi, 1984 : 95) lyrics are very 

short poems that appreciate emotions. Song consists of lyric and it can be 

understood as the words of song. The song lyrics are intended for singing and 

accompanied by music. It means that songs can be said as art works if they are 

sounded (sung) with the accompaniment of musical devices. From this 
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understanding, it can be concluded that song lyrics are a medium for conveying 

ideas or ideas from a song writer to the listener. As a medium for conveying 

messages, the language used in the song lyrics should be communicative and 

contain a positive message. 
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5. Biography of Harris J 

The website is the Website www.harrisjofficial.com Harris J (London, 

May 2, 1997, age 23 years) is an English actor and singer. Harris is a graduate of 

London's BRIT School of Performing Arts. The genre of Harris J's song is R&B, 

pop, electro pop, Jazz. His work is also actor, singer, song writer. And his 

instruments as vocals. He started active as a singer from 2005 until now. He's 

under the label Awakening Records (Studio, United Kingdom) Warner Music 

Indonesia (Distribution, Indonesia) And related artists also like Hamza Namira, 

Maher Zain, Mesut Kurtis, Raef, and Humood Alkhudher. 

Harris J is a young British Muslim artist with Indian and Irish heritage 

from his father, Jamaican and British from his mother, signed to Awakening 

Records. In Harris J's biodata, it is explained that Harris J is the first of 5 children.  

Harris J has 2 younger brothers and 2 younger sisters, Harris J's two younger 

brothers are named Yusha Jung and Abdurrahman Jung, while Harris J's two 

younger sisters are Meil and Aila. Not only has a sweet voice, Harris J is a 

memorizer of the Holy Qur'an and has memorized approximately 10 Juz. 

At an early age, Harris's natural talent for singing was evident. At the age 

of five, he began singing and performing in public, at school recitals and multi-

faith gatherings. Mastery of reading classical Arabic with the tone and vocal 

techniques of Irish folk music creates a distinctly rich mix of artistic flair. In 

addition to his fame as a singer, in the Biodata Harris J is described as a religious 

youth who likes to go to mosques. In fact, he once read the Al-Quran for Gaza in 
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front of the crowd at the Recitation at Charity Event for Gaza. Harris J has 

appeared at a charity event in the UK and in honor of Mandela's concert in South 

Africa. Not only active in the music field, not many people know that Harris J is a 

fan and soccer player. Harris J has joined the Elite Training Club at Chelsea 

Academy and received professional training directly from the Chelsea FC Premier 

League Side. 

After entering the social media powered Awakening Talent Contest in 

2013-where multi-platinum won songwriter and artist Maher Zain was a judge - 

Harris J went on to win the competition and signed an exclusive record deal with 

Awakening Records. In July 2015 Harris J graduated from the world renowned 

BRIT School of Performing Arts in London (alumni include Adele, Amy 

Winehouse and others). Harris J has appeared on charity tours in the UK and at 

Mandela's tribute concerts in South Africa. World Music Trends has identified 

Harris as "an artist who will take global Islamic music by storm". 

His debut album is scheduled for release at the end of August 2015, that 

Harris J started his acting career in Indonesia. At that time on June 6, 2016, Harris 

J starred in a soap opera that aired on RCTI entitled 'Salam'. The Salam soap 

opera is a soap opera with the theme of Religion, School and Musical. Harris J 

acting as a very religious schoolgirl never forgets the 5 prayers. Thanks to his 

presence in this soap opera, Harris J is increasingly popular in Indonesia. Harris J 

released his first album entitled 'Salam' and won a Platinum Award from Warner 

Music Indonesia. This award was obtained because Harris J has sold the album 
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'Salam' and the single 'Salam Alaikum' with sales of IDR 1 billion in Indonesia, 

Amazing great!  

And also the following single from Harris J 

1. Salam Alaikum (2015) 

2. Rasool'Allah (2015) 

3. Eid Mubarak (ft. Shujat Ali Khan) (2015) 

4. Worth It (ft. Saif Adam) (2015) 

Harris J has also appeared several times on Indonesian TV channels such as on 

1. MOTD: Special Harris J as a guest star on the RCTI channel in 2015 

2. Let's Get Way!  As a guest star on MNCTV in 2015 

3. Greetings as a guest star at RCTI in 2016 

4. MOTD: Special Harris J as a guest star on the RCTI channel in 2016 

And the achievements that have been achieved by Harris J such as the 

Awakening Talent Contest Champion and the Platinum Award. Harris J has come 

to Indonesia On September 30, 2015, Harris J is rumored to be coming to 

Indonesia to fill the program Music of The Day which is broadcast by a private 

TV station, RCTI. [2] He also came to Jakarta to perform at the 2015 Jakarta 

Islamic Fair on Saturday, November 28, 2015. [3]  Harris J's visit to Indonesia 

was driven by DNA Productions. Apart from DNA Production, Harris J's arrival 

to Indonesia is reportedly also due to the efforts of Warner Music Indonesia, the 

record company that circulates CD albums in the country. 
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And he received an award from the "Dahsyat Awards 2016" as "Biggest 

Guest Star" in 2016. Harris J was booming in Indonesia with famous songs 

entitled Salam Alaikum, You Are My Life, I Promise, and others. Harris is better 

known in Indonesia than his home country. In Indonesia, the songs which were 

included in the first album entitled Salam received high appreciation. Because 

sales in physical and digital form are very in demand in the market. Salam is the 

first music album by Harris J. Released in 2015.Which was released on September 

18 2015 in the genre Pop and speak English Under the label Awakening Records. 

1. Salam Alaikum 

2. Good Life 

3. Rasool` Allah 

4. I Promise 

5. The One 

6. Worth It 

7. Love Who You Are 

8. Eid Mubarak 

9. Let Me Breathe 

10. Paradise 

11. My Hero 

12. You Are My Life 
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B. Related Research 

There are several previous studies that examined moral values in Harris J's 

songs. The first is research conducted by (Naning Agustina, : 2019) in his 

research entitled, moral values in the lyrics of harris j’s songs in  The analysis 

shows that several moral values are found, namely 

1. Moral values that exist in "Sallam Alaikum" is about people always give 

peacefulness and respecting other he want give love to another person. 

2. Moral values that exist in "Worth it" is about to optimist realize the dream, 

and faithful. Never surrender to create dream in life. In living everyday life 

reserve the optimism is not easy to give up and despair. Optimistic habit 

can lead us to be successful. Faith and trust to be better. Belief to god 

always help every people if their always bring something close it self to 

god. 

3. Moral values that exist in "The One" is about belief to God, and tawakal to 

God.  Just belief to God and always juxtapose myself to God. 

4. Moral values that existed in "I promise" is about promise to parent.  

Children promise to parents always beside to their. Give love and affection 

to parent us parent give love and affection to child. 

5. Moral values that exist in "Good Life" is about people thanking God for 

always give good life and him always be grateful what give God for him. 

6. Moral values that exist in "Rasool Allah" is about belief to Allah's Rasul.  

Every muslim belief Rasool Allah their now if Rasul send for all people in 

the world, for indicating road correctness. 
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The second researcher (Henny Marliani, : 2018) in her thesis, the 

analysis of figurative language in harris j songs and (Suasni, : 2020) in her 

thesis entitled an analysis moral values of maher zain songs in the album 

thank you Allah. The results of the study found that the writer found that 

the song lyrics described Allah Subhanallah Ta'ala, Prophet Muhammad 

Shalallahu 'Alaihi Wassalam, personality, social, parents, and the goals of 

live. The result of this study can help students recognize the figurative 

meaning of Harris J song lyrics. 

C. Conceptual Framework 

In implementing the values and moral messages in the Harris J 

song, the researcher will be collecting all the data. In this case, the 

researcher took 12 songs from Harris J in the album Salam. This research 

discusses about the moral values in the song lyrics of Harris J Album 

Salam. 
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Moral values of Harris J 

Songs in The Album Salam 

Kind of Moral Value 

 (Kepmendiknas) 

1. Religious 2. Honest 3. Tolerance 

5. Hard Work 6. Creative 

18. Responsiblities 

8. Democratic 

9. Curiosity 10. National Spirit 

11. Patriotic 

13. Friendly 14. Love Peace 

15. Thankful 16. Care for the 

Environtmen 

17. Social Care 

12. Respective 

7. Independent 

Findings 

4. Dicipline 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Research Design 

The descriptive qualitative method was used in this research it means that 

the researcher used to analyze the content and how the message was found in 

the songs as it is stated that the descriptive method is a method that examine the 

status of a group of people, an object, a set of conditions, a system of thought, 

or a class of events in the present. The data result is the form of words, pictures 

and human behavior. 

B. Source of Data 

This data source was taken from Harris J’s songs. The researcher 

chooses12 songs from Salam album which consist of English and Arabic songs. 

The reason the researcher chooses the title because these songs become the best 

seller album, and it got a platinum dish as well, in addition. The songs of Harris 

J provide a positive value to listeners. 

C. Technique of Data Collection 

In collecting the research data of this study, the researcher was doing 

documentation and observation method. Documentation method is a technique 

of collecting data through document whether books, newspaper, magazine, etc. 

And this observation method was done by observing the songs. 
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Furthermore regarding the data collection method applied, the steps are 

sequenced below ; 

1. Obtaining the Harris J Album, Salam 

2. Obtaining the lyric of the songs 

 

D. Technique of Data Analysis 

After collecting the data, the data were be analyzed qualitatively through 

three activities as proposed by (Miles and Huberman, 1994 : 354) namely data 

reduction, data display and conclusion drawing. 

1. Data Reduction 

Data reduction means the process of selecting, identifying, 

classifying and coding the data that are considered important. The 

researcher reduced the data in this research by taking the different stanza. 

It means the researcher did not take the same lyric of stanza in one song. 

2. Data Display  

Data Display refers to the process of simplifying the data in the 

form of sentence, narrative, or table. By which, the data that have been 

reduced in form of patterns that shown. It benefits to help the researcher in 

understanding data. In this research, the researcher took the data and 

analyzed them. 
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3. Drawing and Verifying conclusion 

In qualitative research, the characteristic of conclusion temporary. 

It changes if the researcher does not discover strong evidence to support 

the next collecting data. However, the conclusion was taken based on the 

data that had been analyzed by the research . 

1. Analyzing the sentence or stanzas one by one 

2. Finding out the moral value of the songs 

3. Making conclusion of the analysis toa answer the problems of the 

research. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

A. Data Analysis 

1. The Moral Values in the song lyrics of Harris J Album Salam 

Based on Kepmendiknas the moral values cosist of religious, honest, 

tolerance, discipline, hard work, creative, independent, democratic, 

curiosity, national spirit, patriotic, respective, friendly, love peace, 

thankful, care for environtment, social care, responbilities. 

There are a lot moral values found in the song lyrics of Harris J album 

Salam those moral value in that album are categorized as follow: 

1. Religious 

Religious is harmonious attitude towards the religion that is embraced 

and live in harmony with adherents of other religious. 

Based on the album religious value can be found as follow: 

1.1 Salam Alaikum (peace be upon you) 

The lyrics: 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah! 4x 

Give thanks every day 

1.3 Rasool’Allah (messenger of god) 

The lyrics: 

Rasool’Allah habib’Allah 

(O Messenger of Allah, O Beloved of Allah) 

To proclaim the word of god, O Muhammad! 
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1.5 The One 

The lyrics: 

But Allah, how I know now that a life without You there 

I’m so blessed You’re The One 

Cause everything about You is the truth 

Whenever I call out your name 

I feel so good, it’s all because of you 

1.6 Worth It 

The lyrics: 

So I pray, yes I pray 

1.8 Eid Mubarak (victory day in Muslim) 

The lyrics: 

Alhamdulillah, Alhamdulillah 

Let’s all celebrate Eid Al-Fitr 

Let the peace of Allah shower you 

1.10 Paradise 

The lyrics: 

I pray that it will happen 

About it Paradise 

Yeah, you want paradise 
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1.11 My Hero 

The lyrics: 

You called everyone to believe in Allah 

O, Muhammad! You are my hero 

1.12 You Are My Life 

The lyrics: 

Oh Allah 

You’re the light that shines above 

Your words light up my heart 

2. Honest  

Honest is trustworthy human attitude. 

2.3 Rasool Allah (messenger of god) 

The lyrics: 

You days at work began 

As a fair and honest man 

3. Tolerance 

Tolerance is respect for differences in religion, etnicity, opinions, and 

attitudes. 

3.4 I Promise 

The lyrics: 

I’ll always be there, like you’ve been there 
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3.9 Let Me Breathe 

The lyrics: 

I know you’ve walked in my shoes 

And get just what I’m feeling 

4. Discipline  

Discipline is orderly behavior and comply with various rules and 

regulations. 

No discipline found in the album 

5. Hard Work 

Workhard is at various things 

5.6 Worth It 

The lyrics: 

It’s way too late, but I’m still wide-awake 

When it’s hard, I keep working 

I’ll never give this up 

If I fight my way throught every single page 

Then I’m a winne, I’m not a quitter, no! 

One chance, one shot, no I won’t give up 

5.7 Love Who You Are 

The lyrics: 

Another day, at school again 

Weighing heavy upon this mind 
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5.8 Eid Mubarak 

The lyrics: 

Sending peace and solutation 

5.10 Paradise 

The lyrics: 

Ooh, I’d go a million miles yeah! 

In this world I dedicate my life to just dream about it 

It’s a really tought climb, yeah! 

But I’m aiming  for the next life 

5.11 My Hero 

The lyrics: 

Everything you risked to change life 

6. Creative 

Creative produce new ways or results from something already owned 

6.9 Let Me Breathe 

The lyrics: 

Let me feel naïve, let mepaint the sky 

You have been my safety 
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7. Independent 

Independent is behavior that is not easy to depend on others 

7.2 Good Life 

The lyrics: 

I know my life ain’t perfect  

That the more I learn I want to leave it all in your hands 

7.6 Worth It 

The lyrics: 

Cause I know the life I want 

When it’s hard, I keep working 

I’ll never give this up 

If I fight my way through every single page 

Got my dreams in sight and I’m ready for the fight 

I sacrifice sometime for my success 

7.7 Love Who You Are 

The lyrics: 

Weight heavy upon his mind 

Standing tall, trying to keepit cool 

Saying “yes” to everything 

So don’t ever let yourselft stop 
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7.9 Let Me Breathe 

The lyrics: 

You don’t need to solve all of my problems 

I can try, let me feel naïve, let me feel alive 

And make my own decisions 

But I’m growing up now, so let me breathe 

 I can make the right choices 

I’ll be alright 

8. Democratic 

Democratic is attitude to participate in the interests of the state 

There is no democratic found in the album 

9. Curiosity 

Curiosity is an attitude that always tries to go deeper to find out 

something. 

9.6 Worth It 

The lyrics: 

Sometimes I feel just like these days and nights will never end 

But will ever get this chance again 

9.7 Love Who You Are 

The lyrics: 

He’s lost in doubt, all he cares about 

Is to find away of fitting in 
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9.10 Paradise 

The lyrics: 

Devote all my time, yeah! 

More than you could ever know ooh 

10. National Spirit 

National spirit is spirit of nation and state  

There is no national spirit found in the album 

11. Patriot 

Patriot is caring attitude towards homeland 

There is no patriot found in the album 

12. Respective 

Respective is respect for the success of others 

12.2 Good Life 

The lyrics: 

There are things in life that money just can’t buy 

Happiness and love don’t have a price 

12.10 Paradise 

The lyrics: 

If I dare to fly higher then I could touch the sky 

It’s really tough climb, yeah! 
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13. Friendly 

Friendly is friendly attitude towards others 

13.1 Salam’Alaikum (peace be upon you) 

The lyrics: 

Wer’re having some fun today 

We can go wherever you wanna 

And do whatever you like 

14. Love Peace 

Love peace is peace loving attitude 

14.1 Salam’Alaikum (peace be upon you) 

The lyrics: 

Peace be upon you 

I just  want to spread love and peace 

I love it when we love one another 

14.11 My Hero 

The lyrics: 

And how you forgave all your enemies 

I will always hold your love 
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15. Thankful 

Thankful is always be grateful for anything 

15.2 Good Life 

The lyris: 

Thank you fot the good life, good life 

Allah I want to thank You for the good life 

I know my life ain’t perfect, but I don’t have to worry 

Cause I’ve got all that I need 

It’s about being thankful and trying to understand 

15.4 I Promise 

The lyrics: 

The love you’ve raised inside this family 

15.5 The One 

The lyrics: 

That a life without You there 

You are The One, In my life 

Always right there beside me 

I’m so blessed You’re The One 

Lift up my hands, bow down to pray 

I feel so good, it’s all because of You 
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15.7 Love Who You Are 

The lyrics: 

Don’t ever forget to love 

Keep loving who you are 

15.8 Eid Mubarak (victory day in Muslim) 

The lyrics: 

Having fun making beautiful memories 

It’s time to celebrate, oh yeah! 

Smiles and laughter all around us shining through 

15.9 Let Me Breathe 

The lyrics: 

I know you’ve brought me up 

To always do the right thing 

15.12 You Are My Life 

The lyrics: 

Cause I’ll stand alone that day 

16. Care For Environment 

Care for environment is attitude of not wanting to damage the environment and nature 

is always trying to fix it. 

There is no care for environtment found in the album 

17. Social Care 

Social care is attitude that always provides assistance to individuals 

in need. 
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17.3 Rasool Allah (messenger of god) 

The lyrics: 

You showed just how much you cared 

17.10 Paradise 

The lyrics: 

Come on let’s dream big about it 

18. Responsibilities 

Responsibilities behavior of a person to carry out duties and 

obligations 

18.4 I Promise 

The lyrics: 

I promise anytime you call me 

It don’t matter wehere I am 

If you need me closer, I’ll be right over 

I swear, I swear 

18.9 Let Me Breathe 

The lyrics: 

Looking through my eyes, oh 

I’m not trying to break you trust  

18.11 My Hero 

The lyrics: 

You were always unselfish and sacrificed  
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2. Discussion 

Based on the description above, the moral values found in the Harris J 

Song lyrics are: 

Table 01 Data of Moral Value and Message of the Harris J’Song 

Lyrics in The Album Salam 

No Kind Of 

Moral Value 

The Song Lyrics No 

Moral 

Values 

Total 

1.  Religious  1.1 Salam Alaikum 

 

 

1.3 Rasool’ Allah 

 

 

 

1.5 The One  

 

 

 

  

 

1.6 Worth It 

   

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum yeah! 4x 

Give thanks every day 

 

Rasool’Allah habib’Allah 

(O Messenger of Allah, O Beloved of Allah) 

To proclaim the word of God, O Muhammad! 

 

But Allah, how I know now that a life without 

You there I’m so blessed You’re The One 

Cause everything about You is the truth 

Whenever I call out your name 

I feel so good, it’s all because of you 

 

So I pray, yes I pray 

 

2 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

1 
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1.8 Eid Mubarak 

    

 

 

1.10 Paradise  

 

 

 

1.11 My Hero  

 

 

1.12 You Are My 

Life 

Alhamdulillah, Alhamdulillah 

Let’s all celebrate Eid Al-Fitr 

Let the peace of Allah shower you 

 

I pray that it will happen 

About it Paradise 

Yeah, you want paradise 

 

You called everyone to believe in Allah 

O, Muhammad! You are my hero 

 

Oh Allah 

You’re the light that shines above 

Your words light up my heart 

3 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

3 

 

22 

2.  Honest  2.3 Rasool Allah You days at work began 

As a fair and honest man 

2 2 

3.  Tolerance  3.4 I Promise 

 

3.9 Let Me Breathe 

 

I’ll always be there, like you’ve been there 

 

I know you’ve walked in my shoes 

And get just what I’m feeling 

1 

 

2 

 

 

3 

5

. 

Hard Work 5.6 Worth It 

 

 

It’s way too late, but I’m still wide-awake 

When it’s hard, I keep working 

I’ll never give this up 

6 
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5.7 Love Who You 

Are 

 

 

5.8 Eid Mubarak 

 

5.10 Paradise 

 

 

 

 

 

5.11 My Hero  

If I fight my way through every single page 

Then I’m a winne, I’m not a quitter, no! 

One chance, one shot, no I won’t give up 

 

Another day, at school again 

Weighing heavy upon this mind 

 

 

Sending peace and salutation 

 

Ooh, I’d go a million miles yeah! 

In this world I dedicate my life to just dream 

about it 

It’s a really tought climb, yeah! 

But I’m aiming for the next life 

 

Everything you risked to change life 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

1 

 

4 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

14 

6. Creative 6.9 Let Me Breathe Let me feel naive, let me paint the sky 

You have been my safety 

2 2 

7. Independent  7.2 Good Life 

 

 

 

I know my life ain’t perfect 

That the more I learn I want to leave it all in 

your hands 

 

2 
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7.6 Worth It 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.7 Love You Are 

 

 

 

 

7.9 Let Me Breathe 

Cause I know the life I want 

When it’s hard, I keep working 

I’ll never give this up 

If I fight my way through every single page 

Got my dreams in sight and I’m ready for the 

fight 

I sacrifice sometime for my success 

 

Weight heavy upon his mind 

Standing tall, trying to keep it cool  

Saying “yes” to everything 

So don’t ever let yourself stop 

 

You don’t need to solve all of my problems 

I can try, let me feel naïve, let me feel alive 

And make my own decisions 

But I’m growing up now, so let me breathe 

I can make the right choices 

I’ll be alright 

6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

 

6 

18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Curiosity 9.6 Worth It 

 

 

 

Sometimes I feel just like these days and nights 

will never end 

But will ever get this chance again 

 

2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 
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9.7 Love Wo You 

Are 

 

9.10 Paradise 

He’s lost in doubt, all he cares about 

Is to find away of fitting in 

 

Devote all my time, yeah! 

More than you could ever know ooh 

2 

 

 

2 

 

 

12. Respective  12.2 Good Life 

 

 

12.10 Paradise 

There are things in life that money just can’t buy 

Happiness and love don’t have a price 

 

If I dare to fly higher then I could touch the sky 

It’s really tough climb, yeah! 

2 

 

 

2 

 

 

4 

13. Friendly  13.1 Salam’Alaikum We’re having some fun today 

We can go wherever you wanna 

And do whatever you like 

3 3 

14. Love Peace 14.1 Salam’Alaikum 

 

 

 

14.11 My Hero 

Peace be upon you 

I just want to spread love and peace 

I love it when we love one another 

 

And how you forgave all your enemies 

I will always hold your love 

3 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

5 

15. Thankful 15.2 Good Life 

 

 

 

Thank you for the good life, good life 

Allah I want to thank You for the good life 

I know my life ain’t perfect, but I don’t have to 

worry 

5 
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15.4 I Promise 

 

15.5 The One  

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.7Love Who You 

Are 

 

 

15.8 Eid Mubarak 

 

 

 

 

15.9 Let Me Breathe 

Cause I’ve got all that I need 

It’s about being thankful and trying to 

understand 

 

The love you’ve raised inside this family 

 

That a life without You there 

You are The One, In my life 

Always right there beside me 

I’m so blessed You’re The One 

Lift up my hands, bow down to pray 

I feel so good, it’s all because of You 

 

Don’t ever forget to love 

Keep loving who you are 

 

 

Having fun making beautiful memories 

It’s time to celebrate, oh yeah! 

Smiles and laughter all around us shining 

through 

 

I know you’ve brought me up 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20 
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15.12 You Are My 

Life 

To always do the right thing 

 

Cause I’ll stand alone that day 

 

 

1 

17. Social Care 17.3 Rasool Allah  

 

17.10 Paradise 

You showed just how much you cared 

 

Come on let’s dream big about it 

1 

 

1 

 

2 

18. Responsibilit

ies 

18.1 I promise 

 

 

 

 

18.9 Let Me Breathe  

 

 

18.11 My Hero 

I promise anytime you call me 

It don’t matter where I am 

If you need me closer, I’ll be right over 

I swear, I swear 

 

Looking through my eyes, oh 

I’m not trying to break you trust 

 

You were always unselfish and sacrificed 

4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 
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From the table, it can be concluded that there were twenty-two (22) lyrics 

most dominantly as religious moral value then, secondly thankful moral values 

placed as the second position. It could be viewed that there were twenty (20) 

lyrics found in both moral values. Thirdly, it was independent moral value there 

were eighteen (18) lyrics found. Then, hard work moral value was place in the 

forth order there were (14) fourteen lyrics. After that, responsibilities moral value 

was place in the fifth order there were (7) seven lyrics. Sixth curiosity moral value 

placed it could be viewed that there were six (6) lyrics found. Then, it was love 

peace moral value was place in the seventh order there were (5) five lyrics. 

Eighth, respective moral value placed it could be viewed that there were (4) four 

lyrics found. Ninth it was tolerance and independent moral value there were (3) 

lyrics found. And the last it was honest,creative and social care moral value there 

were (2) two lyrics found. 

So, it can be concluded that the most dominant moral values in Harris J 

Songs is first, religious moral values can be viewed twenty-two (22) lyrics are the 

most dominant. Secondly position found the moral value thankful with twenty 

(20) lyrics. And the next most dominant moral value is independent found 

eighteen (18) lyrics. 

Religious moral value was mostly found in the song of Harris J, it was 

caused by the background of his religious as it is known that the is a Muslim 

singer he is also known as a young man who is devout in religion and often goes 

to the mosque, Harris J is also a memorizer of the holy Qur'an and in addition to 

fame as a singer, and is also Harris J's father a presenter on the Islam TV channel 
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in central London named Rahim Jung, so make him grow up with a good 

environment. The moral value of thankfulness is found in Harris J's song because 

as a devout Muslim he is very grateful for whatever happens in his life and 

entrusts everything to God. 

  Furthermore, the moral value of hard work is widely found because as a 

junior singer in the music world he has to learn more and work hard to achieve his 

goals, he must be able to make his parents, people around him and those he cares 

proud of.  

B. The Findings 

After analyzing all the data obtained in moral value Harris J's song Lyrics, namely 

Album Salam, the findings are reported as follows: 

1. There are 13 types of moral values found in the song lyrics of 

Salam Album, namely religious, honest, tolerance, hard work, 

creative, independent, curiosity, respective, friendly, love peace, 

thankful, social care and responsibilities  

2. So, it can be concluded that the most dominant moral values in 

Harris J Songs is first, religious moral values can be viewed 

twenty-two (22) lyrics are the most dominant. Secondly position 

found the moral value thankful with twenty (20) lyrics. And thirdly 

it was independent moral value as it was found that there were 

eighteen (18) lyrics. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the research findings, some conclusions can be drawn to answer 

the research problems. The conclusions are as follows 

In Harris J’s song lyrics in the Album Salam there are 13 types of 

moral values found in the song lyrics of Salam Album, namely 

religious, honest, tolerance, hard work, creative, independent, 

curiosity, respective, friendly, love peace, thankful, social care and 

responsibilities  

Among those moral values, there were 3 kinds of moral values 

found in the album. They were religious moral value (22 lyrics), 

thankful moral value (20 lyrics), and independent moral value (18 

lyrics). While the message of the lyrics of Harris J's song from the 

album greetings is about gratitude, trust in Allah, trusting and 

always getting closer to Him, and also guided by the prophet 

Muhammad the messenger of Allah, and love yourself and be 

optimistic in pursuing your dreams so you can spread love and 

peace to everyone. And also thanks to the parents who have 

struggled to raise Harris J and do the best for them. 
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B. Suggestions 

Finally based on the findings and the significances of this study, the 

researcher would like to give some suggestions for: 

1. English Department Students 

The findings of this study can also be used as a resource for 

English Department students who are learning about the moral value 

and messages in English songs by deciphering the lyrics. 

2. The Teachers 

To make it easier and more interesting, the teacher advised using 

song lyrics while teaching moral ideals and interpreting the concepts. 

3. The Next Researchers 

This also can give contribution for the next researchers who are 

interested in investigating similar field of study. Researchers suggest to 

add more theories so that the research is more complete. In addition, 

they can also use this research as a comparison for their future research 

directions, especially on how to analyze values and moral messages 

not only in song lyrics. And also researcher suggest other subjects for 

analysis such as novels, speeches or poetry. 
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APPENDIX 

 

1. Salam Alaikum 

You can try and turn off the sun 

I’m still gonna shine away, yeah 

And tell everyone 

We’re having some fun today 

We can go wherever you wanna 

And do whatever you like 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

I just want to spread love and peace 

And all of my happiness, yeah 

To everyone that I meet 

Cause I’m feeling spectacular 

I love it when we love one another 

Give thanks everyday 

For this life, living with a smile on our face 
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Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Spread peace on the earth 

Cherish the love, that is around us 

Spread peace on the earth 

Treasure the love, let it surround us 

Always be kind, always remind one another 

Peace on the earth everyday 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Assalamu Alaikum 

Assalamu Alaikum 

Assalamu Alaikum 

Wa Alaikum Assalam 

Assalamu Alaikum 

Assalamu Alaikum 

Assalamu Alaikum 

Assalamu Alaikum, yeah 
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Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Assalamu Alaikum, Alaikum, yeah 

Spread peace on the earth 

Cherish the love, that is around us 

Spread peace on the earth every day 

 

2. Good Life 

Good life, good life 

Allah I want to thank you for the good life 

I want to wake up in the morning with the sun 

Wear a smile, go out and have some fun 

Going to take away the worries on my mind, oh 

Put them to one side 

Cause everyday is like a brand new story 

With unwritten lines 

And no matter the weather 

It’s going, going to be alright 

I know my life ain’t perfect 

But I don’t have to worry 

Cause I’ve got all that I need 

Right here in my, in my life 
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I know my life ain’t perfect 

But I like the way it’s going 

Cause I’ve got all that I need 

Right here in my, in my life 

Thank You for the good life, good life  

Allah I want to thank You for the good life 

I leave it all in Your hands, oh 

Thank Youfor the good life, good life 

Allah I want to thank You for the good life 

Hey, listen! 

There are things in life that money just can’t buy 

Happiness and love don’t have a price 

All good people that surround me everyday oh 

I just appreciate 

I love living in a brand new story 

With unwritten lines 

And no matter the weather it’s going, going to be alright 

I know my life ain’t perfect 

But I don’t have to worry 

Cause I’ve got all that I need 

Right here in my, in my life 
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I know my life ain’t perfect 

But I like the way it’s going 

Cause I’ve got all that I need 

Right here in my, in my life 

Thank You for the good life, good life  

Allah I want to thank You for the good life 

I leave it all in Your hands, oh 

Thank You for the good life, good life 

Allah I want to thank You for the good life 

It’s about being thankful and trying to underdstand 

That the more I learn I want to leave it all in your hands 

Cause I know You’II always take good of care of me 

You’ve given me a good life, a good life each day 

Good life, good life 

Allah I want to thank you for the good life 

Yes I want to thank You O Allah! 

Thank you for the good life, good life 

Allah I want to thank You for the good life 

I leave it all in Your hands 

I know my life aint’t perfect 

But I don’t have to worry 
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Cause I’ve got all that I need 

Right here in my, un my life 

I know my life aint’t perfect 

But I like the way it’s going 

Cause I’ve got all that I need 

Right here in my, in my life 

Thank You for the good life, good life 

Allah I want to thank You for the good life 

I leave it all in Your hands, oh 

Thank you for the good life, good life 

Allah I want to thank You for the good life 

 

3. RoosulAllah 

Oh, you came into this life 

Brought up as an orphan child 

Throught a time of deepdespair 

O Muhammad! 

Your days at work began 

As a fair and honest man 

You showed just how much you cared 

And one night in that cave 

When the Archangel came 

And your life in this world 

Would never be the same 

Rasool’Allah, habib’Allah 

(O Messenger of Allah, O Beloved Allah) 

Your light is always showing me the way 
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Rasool’Allah habib’Allah 

I’m longing for the day I see your face 

Oh woow, you brighten up my day 

Oh woow, and in my heart you’ll stay 

Oh woow, with every breath I take 

I’ll never leave your way 

Eyes that could light up any soul 

You became the chosen one 

To proclaim the word of God 

O Muhammad! 

In the brightness of the sun 

Or the stillness of the night 

You would never ever stop 

Being kind, giving hope 

And serenity and love 

To a divided world 

That didn’t have enough 

Rasool’Allah, habib’Allah 

(O Messenger of Allah, O Beloved Allah) 

Your light is always showing me the way 

Rasool’Allah habib’Allah 

I’m longing for the day I see your face 

Oh woow, you brighten up my day 

Oh woow, and in my heart you’ll stay 

Oh woow, with every breath I take 

I’ll never leave your way 

Rasool’Allah, habib’Allah 
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Peace be upon you 

Rasool’Allah, habib’Allah 

I really love you 

Rasool’Allah, habib’Allah 

Peace be upon you 

Rasool’Allah, habib’Allah 

Rasool’Allah, habib’Allah 

(O Messenger of Allah, O Beloved Allah) 

Your light is always showing me the way 

Rasool’Allah, habib’Allah 

I’m longing for the day I see your face 

Oh woow, you brighten up my day 

Oh woow, and in my heart you’ll stay 

Oh woow, with every breath I take 

I’ll never leave your way 

Rasool’Allah, habib’Allah 

(O Messenger of Allah, O Beloved Allah) 

Your light is always showing me the way 

Rasool’Allah, habib’Allah 

I’m longing for the day I see your face 

Rasool’Allah, O Rasool’Allah 

Rasool’Allah 

O Muhammad I will never leave your way! 
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4. I Promise 

I Promise anytime you call me 

It don’t matter where I’am 

I’ll always be there, like you’ve been there 

If you need me closer, I’ll be right over 

I swear, I swear 

Every time that I need you by my side 

Every time I lose my way in life 

You’re my circle of life, compass and guide 

There behind me 

And one day when the tables finally turn 

And it’s me you’re depending on 

I’ll put your first, hold you close 

Like you taught me 

Know that I’llbe there for you, for you 

I promise anytime you call me 

It don’t matter where I am 

I’ll always be there, likeyou’ve been there 

If you need me closer, I’ll be right over 

I swear, I swear 

I promise anytime you call me 

It don’t matter where I am 

I’ll always care for you, go anywhere for you 

If you need me closer, I’ll be right over 

I swear, ooh 

There are days when I just don’t want to talk 

And your feelings hit a wall 
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But that won’t change 

The love you’ve raised inside this family 

Everything that I do is to make you proud 

I just want to say it, and say it loud 

You’re my heat when I’m cold 

The place I call home, and always will be 

Know that I’ll be there for you, for you 

I promise anytime you call me 

It don’t matter where I am 

I’ll always be there, likeyou’ve been there 

If you need me closer, I’ll be right over 

I swear, I swear 

I promise anytime you call me 

It don’t matter where I am 

I’ll always care for you, go anywhere for you 

If you need me closer, I’ll be right over 

I swear 

Having someone to go to 

Having someone to love 

Having both is a blessing 

That was sent from above 

Oh I know that wherever I’ll go 

You’ll be forever in my heart 

I promise anytime you call me 

It don’t matter where I am 

I’ll always be there, likeyou’ve been there 

If you need me closer, I’ll be right over 
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I swear, I swear 

I promise anytime you call me 

It don’t matter where I am 

I’ll always care for you, go anywhere for you 

If you need me closer, I’ll be right over 

I swear, ooh 

 

5. The One 

When I learnt for the first time 

I know my heart wasn’t prepared 

For just how much you’d  mean to me 

But Allah, how I know now 

That a life without you there 

Is like a bird without its wings 

You are the one in my life 

Always right there beside me 

I’m so blessed 

You’re the one in my life 

Always right there to guide me 

Giving me strength 

You’re the one 

Oh, oh, oh, oh 

I’m not saying I’m perfect 

I haven’t read all the pages 

But I know that you’re the one 

It’s the way that you turn mess 

Into a beautiful message 
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It’s you I place my trust upon 

You are the one, in my life 

Always right there to guide me 

Giving me strength, you’re the one 

Oh, oh, oh, oh 

Forever I won’t be afraid 

With you right here I’ll be ok 

Cause everything about you is the truth 

Whenever I call out your name 

Lift up my hands, bow down to pray 

I feel so good, it’s all because of you 

You are the one 

In my life, always right there beside me 

I’m so blessed you’re the one 

In my life, always right to guide me 

I’m so blessed you’re the one 

In my life, always right there beside me 

I’m so blessed you’re the one 

In my life always right there to guide me 

Giving me strenght you’re the one 

Oh, oh, oh, oh 

 

6. Worth It 

It’s way too late, but I’m still wide-awake 

Cause I can’t sleep yet, I can’t sleep yet 

Got a thousand words 

That won’t stop running circles 
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Around in my head, around in my head 

Sometimes I feel just like these days and nights will never end 

But will ever get this chance again 

So I pray, yes I pray 

Cause I know the life I want 

When it’s hard, I keep working 

I’ll never give this up, because I know, it’s worth, it in the end 

I know it’s worth, worth, worth 

Worth it in the end 

Because I know, it’s worth, in the end 

I know it’s worth, worth, worth 

Worth it in the end 

Yeah I know sometimes I should relax my mind and take is easy, take it easy 

If I fight my way throught every single page 

Then I’m winner, i’m not a quitter, no! 

Sometimes I feel just like these days and nights will never end 

But will I ever get this chance again? 

So I pray, yes I pray 

Cause I know the life I want 

When it’s hard, I keep working 

I’ll never give this up, because I know, it’s worth, it in the end 

I know it’s worth, worth, worth 

Worth it in the end 

Because I know, it’s worth, in the end 

I know it’s worth, worth, worth 

Worth it in the end 

It’s way too late, but I’m still wide-awake 
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Cause I can’t sleep yet, I can’t sleep yet 

My father said to me 

Plant one seed and you can grow a tree  

That tree will grow in your field of dreams  

If you just believe then one day you’ll see, yeah! 

When I’m on the case I know it’s worth it 

I’m on the path now I’m running like a circuit 

Got my dreams in sight and I’m ready for the fight 

Now it’s time to put all of the work in, yeah! 

One chance, one shot, no I won’t give up 

All my faith in god that will keep me strong 

As I’m here thinking about this world that we’re living in 

Some wasting all their time 

When others aim for the sky 

Sacrifice some time for my success 

I know it’s worth it in the end 

Because know, it’s worth, it in the end 

I know it’s worth, worth, worth 

Worth it in the end 

Because I know , it’s worth, it in the end 

I know it’s worth, worth, worth, worth 

I know it’s worth it in the end 
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7. Love Who You Are 

6am, when he wakes up 

He wipes the sleep from his eyes 

Another day, at school again 

Weighing heavy upon his mind 

Standing tall, trying to keep it cool 

Saying “yes” to everything 

He’s lost in doubt, all he cares about 

Is to find a way of fitting in 

Don’t ever forget to love 

Keep loving who you are 

Don’t ever forget you shine 

Shining like a star 

There’s something so perfect 

Courage in everyone, so don’t ever let yourself, stop 

Loving who you are 

She stood, by her mirror 

She’s wondering how to fix her scarf 

Filled up, with a fear of, people staring from afar 

At the way she talks, just how she walks 

It’s tearing up her self-esteem 

She’s lost in doubt, all she cares about 

Is to find a way of fitting in 

Don’t ever forget to love 

Keep loving who you are 

Don’t ever forget you shine 

Shining like a star 
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There’s something so perfect 

Courage in everyone, so don’t ever let yourself, stop 

Loving who you are 

No matter, ooh 

You are always beautiful 

No matter, you 

You are incredible 

Don’t ever forget to love 

Keep loving who you are 

Don’t ever forget you shine 

Shining like a star 

There’s something so perfect 

Courage in everyone, so don’t ever let yourself, stop 

Loving who you are 

Don’t ever forget to love 

Keep loving who you are 

 

8. Eid Mubarak 

Yeah today when we all come together 

Heving fun making beautiful memories 

Alhamdulillah, Alhamdulillah 

Such a great day for everybody 

Around the world, ohh 

It’s time to celebrate, oh yeah! 

Chalo chalo sab Eid manayain 

Jashan manayain khushion se 

Ik dujay ko galay lagayain 
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Har ik ka dil jeet lain 

Eid Mubarak bole sabko Khushian mil ker baant lain 

Eid Mubarak bole sabko Khushian mil ker baant lain 

Feeling joy on this wonderful occasion 

Sending peace and solutation 

Alhamdulillah, Alhamdulillah 

Such a great day for everybody 

Around the world, ohh 

It’s time to celebrate, oh yeah! 

Chalo chalo sab Eid manayain 

Jashan manayain khushion se 

Ik dujay ko galay lagayain 

Har ik ka dil jeet lain 

Eid Mubarak bole sabko Khushian mil ker baant lain 

Eid Mubarak bole sabko Khushian mil ker baant lain 

Friends and families all joined together 

Smiles and laughter all around us shining throught 

Let’s make this day a to remember 

Let the peace of Allah shower you 

Chalo chalo sab Eid manayain 

Jashan manayain khushion se 

Ik dujay ko galay lagayain 

Har ik ka dil jeet lain 

Eid Mubarak bole sabko Khushian mil ker baant lain 

Eid Mubarak bole sabko Khushian mil ker baant lain 

Chalo chalo sab Eid manayain 

Jashan manayain khushion se 
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Ik dujay ko galay lagayain 

Har ik ka dil jeet lain 

Eid Mubarak bole sabko Khushian mil ker baant lain 

Eid Mubarak bole sabko Khushian mil ker baant lain 

Chalo chalo sab Eid manayain 

Jashan manayain khushion se 

Ik dujay ko galay lagayain 

Har ik ka dil jeet lain 

Eid Mubarak bole sabko Khushian mil ker baant lain 

Eid Mubarak bole sabko Khushian mil ker baant lain 

 

9. Let Me Breathe 

I know you’ve walked in my shoes 

And get just what I’m feeling 

I know you’ve brought me up 

To always do the right thing 

You don’tneed to solve all of my problems 

I can try 

Let me feel naïve, let me feel alive 

I just need a little more space 

To live my life 

And make my own decisions 

Looking through my eyes, oh 

I’m not trying to break you trust 

It’s all I need 

But I’m growing up now, so let me breathe 

I can make the rightchoices 
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Cause of all you taught me 

And you know that I’m always going to call if I say I will 

You don’t need to stay up and worry I’ll be alright 

Let me feel naïve, let me paint the sky 

I just need a little more space 

To live my life 

And make my own decisions 

Looking through my eyes, oh 

I’m not trying to break you trust 

It’s all I need 

But I’m growing up now, so let me breathe 

You have been my safety 

My protector from the start and there’s no way, no one 

Could try replacing you in my heart 

Cause you’ve been there for me 

You’ve always cared for me 

And I will never let you down 

I just need a little more space 

To live my life 

And make my own decisions 

Looking through my eyes, oh 

I’m not trying to break you trust 

It’s all I need 

But I’m growing up now, so let me breathe 

I just need a little more space 

To live my life 

And make my own decisions 
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Looking through my eyes, oh 

I’m not trying to break you trust 

It’s all I need 

But I’m growing up now, so let me breathe 

 

10. Paradise 

Got a dream in my life yeah 

I pray that it will happen 

Devote all my time, yeah! 

More than you could ever know ooh 

I do it all with a smile, yeah! Ooh 

I’d go a milion miles yeah! 

In this world, I dedicate my life to just dream about it in this world 

I’ll never be afraid to dreambig about it 

Come on let’s dream big about it 

About it paradise, dream about it paradise, big about it, about it paradise 

Dream big about it, about it paradise 

If I dare to fly higher then I could touch the sky 

It’s really tough climb, yeah! 

But I’m aiming for the next life, ooh 

I do it all with a smile, yeah! Ooh 

I’d go a million miles yeah! 

In this world, I’ll never be afraid to dream big about it 

Come on let’s dream big about it 

About it paradise, dream big about it, about it paradise 

Big about it, about it paradise, dream big about it, about it paradise 

Yo, I’m dreaming big about it 
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So many days and counting 

I got a blessing in my life, I couldn’t live without it 

So that means that I’m never doubting 

No I’m never doubting, no! 

And that’s everyday 

Jae deen on this track, I’ve got Harris J 

It’s yout biggest dream that means you’ve got to strive 

I know you want it so bad just make du’a yeah, you want paradise 

Cause everything ain’t about this worldly life 

You won’t party or go club at night 

Won’t do bad things, no no cause that ain’t your type 

Here’s what you do 

You’ve go to work hard cause it’s coming soon 

So let me tel you one thing will help you through 

Just know that 

Paradise will come true 

Taking one day at a time 

I know it’s not easy to do 

It’s what I want most from this life 

In this world I dedicate my life to just dream about it 

In this world I’ll never be afraid to dream big about it 

In this world I decidate my life to just dream about it 

In this world I’ll never be afraid to dream big about it 

Come on let’s dream big about it 

About it paradise, dream big about it, about it paradise, big about it, 

About it paradise 
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11. My Hero 

You were always unselfish and sacrificed 

Everything you risked to change life 

Even when there was darkness 

You broke the shackles and brought light 

You called everyone to believe in Allah 

O Muhammad! You are my 

You are my hero, you are my hero 

You are my hero, always my hero 

It’s the way that you smiled with serenity 

And how you forgave all your enemies 

I will always hold your love 

And all your teachings in my heart 

You called everyone to believe in Allah 

O Muhammad! You are my 

You are my hero, you are my hero 

You are my hero, always my hero 

You are my hero and I’ll keep you safe in my heart 

You are my hero till the end and from the very start 

You are my hero and you’ll always be the best part 

Of every single day, I will follow you 

You are my hero and I’ll keep you safe in my heart 

You are my hero till the end and from the very start 

You are my hero and you’ll always be the best part 

Of every single day, I will follow you 

You are my hero, you are my hero 

You are my hero, always my hero 
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12. You Are My Life 

Oh Allah! 

You’re the light that shines above 

You’re the reason I never give up 

You’re the one I try for, live my life for give up all I have 

You’re the melody, you’re the key 

All the inspiration I need 

And when times get tough 

I know you’ll stand by me 

You are the love I need 

The one who is guiding me 

And you know my destiny 

For you are the light 

And you are my life 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh ohhh 

Oh Allah! 

Your words light up my heart 

This connection I felt from the start 

Never lose fight of my dreams 

Without you where would I be? 

And althought I feel like I’m a milion miles away from home 

I can lose all that I have when I feel the pain 

I know that I can count on you 

You are the love I need 

The one who is guiding me 
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And you know my destiny 

For you are the light 

And you are my life 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh ohhh 

And you are my life 

When I reach the final chapter 

I know it’s only you that matters, oh so I give it my all 

Cause I’ll stand alone that day 

You are the love I need 

The one who is guiding me 

And you know my destiny 

For you are the light 

And you are my life 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh ohhhh 

And you are my life 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh ohhhh 

And you are my life 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh 

Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh ohhhh 

And you are my life 
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